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ensure the sanitization is done properly. A: From the core library source ( -
(instancetype)initWithReplayBlock:(RACReplaySubject *)subject; and static

inline RACReplaySubject *interval(__unsafe_unretained NSTimeInterval
timeInterval) { return [RACReplaySubject

replaySubjectWithTimeInterval:timeInterval]; } With this, when creating an
instance of RACReplaySubject from within a block: [someSignal

subscribeNext:^(id x) { RACReplaySubject *subject = [RACReplaySubject
interval:1]; //
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transmission loss (coupling loss) of light from an optical fiber (optical
waveguide) to the optical element is increased due to the internal optical
absorption of a housing. The optical fiber used in information transmission

devices needs to be positioned with high precision and fixed, and the housing
needs to be provided with a function of suppressing mechanical interference
with the optical fiber. Patent Document 1, for example, proposes an optical

element in which a light emission surface is formed on a bottom face of a light
reception element. In Patent Document 1, an optical element is formed by filling
a light reception element with an adhesive containing an ultraviolet curing resin,
and an optical fiber is arranged on the optical element at an aperture portion. It
is also proposed that the light emission surface and light reception surface are

formed by fusion bonding. Furthermore, for example, Patent Document 2
proposes an optical element in which a non-sticking protection layer containing

a thermosetting resin is formed on the bottom face of a light reception
element.The US and China are engaged in a trade battle, which is unlikely to
subside. The US government on Monday announced tariffs on $34bn worth of

Chinese imports in response to Beijing's retaliatory duties on US goods. The US
also said it will allow some exemptions to US companies that form part of the

"Section 232" investigation, involving the car sector, as auto trade between the
two countries has been affected by the president's action on steel and

aluminium. The timing of the announcement follows a speech by President
Donald Trump on Sunday that the Chinese had "foolishly" and "subtly" retaliated

against his decision. "China is very
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